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ACT Partners’ Alliance Ranked in Top Three Accounting Alliances Globally
ACT Partners, Malaysia (July 28, 2013) – For the second consecutive year, Accountancy Age Magazine, has
recognized ACT Partners’ alliance, The TAG Alliances™, as one of the top three accounting alliances in the
world. The rankings, which are based on the collective revenues of the member firms, include 21 associations and
alliances.
In addition to being one of the largest alliances in the world, The TAG Alliances also distinguishes itself as one of
the few multidisciplinary alliances for accountants. Composed of TIAG® (The International Accounting Group),
an alliance of independent accounting firms and TAGLaw®, an alliance of independent law firms, The TAG
Alliances serve the full business needs of its members’ clients.
“To be recognized again as one of the largest alliances in the world is a tribute to the growth and success of our
more than 260 member firms,” said Bob Sattin, President of The TAG Alliances. “Recognition from a publication
as well known and well respected as Accountancy Age also shows our members and their clients, the global and
professional reach their accountants have when they need to do business in other parts of the world.”
View Accountancy Age Magazine’s “Top 35 Networks 2013: The Survey”.

About ACT Partners

ACT Partners is a Chartered Accountants firm affiliated to Arris Group Of Companies. ACT Partners is a
member of The Malaysian Institute of Accountants and is licensed by The Finance Ministry of Malaysia to
perform audit, liquidation and tax services. It has been serving small, medium clients to big multinational
clients across many industries throughout Malaysia.
For more information about ACT Partners, visit www.arris-group.com
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About TIAG and The TAG Alliances
The TAG Alliances comprise three groups: TIAG (The International Accounting Group), TAGLaw and TAG-SP.
TIAG is an international alliance of high quality, independent accounting firms. TAGLaw is a similar alliance of
independent law firms, and TAG-SP is a complementary association of strategic business partners. Collectively,
the TAG Alliances provide accounting, legal, financial and business support services on a worldwide scale. With
approximately 12,500 professionals in 260 member firms, and 500 offices in over 90 countries, The TAG
Alliances serve tens of thousands of clients from all industry and commercial sectors.
For more information about TIAG, visit www.TIAGnet.com.
For more information about the TAG Alliances, visit www.TAGAlliances.com.
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